The acoustic spectrograph is an instrument that permits a convenient harmonic analysis of sounds. A detailed description of the acoustic spectrograph is available in the Bell Telephone System Monograph B-y 5, a reprint of articles published in the Journal of the Acoustical Society of America in 1946.
(with 9 figures) (Rec. 2-XII-1952) The acoustic spectrograph is an instrument that permits a convenient harmonic analysis of sounds. A detailed description of the acoustic spectrograph is available in the Bell Telephone System Monograph B-y 5, a reprint of articles published in the Journal of the Acoustical Society of America in 1946.
A general account of the sound spectrograph in relation to the advantages for linguistic analysis has been given by Joos (r948). The present study was based on the conviction that the spectrograph also provides a good method for the analysis of the sound signals emitted by non-human animals. The domestic fowl was used as the sound emitter, because an experimental analysis had been made of much of the sound signal system of this bird (COLLIAS, 1952) , and because many of these sound signals were already conveniently on disc records. These disc records were made with the collaboration of the University of Wisconsin Radio Broadcasting Station, and with financial aid from the University of Wisconsin Alumni Research Foundation.
The spectrograms for this article were made and described by Joos. The experiments on chick behavior and interpretation of the spectrograms in relation to chicken behavior were made by CoLLiAS and supported by the Zoology Department of the University of Wisconsin.
A record made by the acoustic spectrograph is known as a sound spectrogram. On this record a dark mark depicts sound energy at the appropriate time (abscissa) and frequency in cycles per second (ordinate). The greater the intensity of a given sound the darker is the mark recorded.
SOUND SIGNALS OF THE CHICK
The principal sound signals of the chick of the domestic fowl, as in the case of the young of many other species of birds, are the distress calls and the pleasure notes. These sounds reflect the basic security-insecurity balance that governs chick behavior in general. Fig. i shows photographic reproductions of spectrograms of distress notes and of pleasure notes as given by a New Hampshire Red chick three days after hatching. It may be seen that distress calls ("cheeps") differ from pleasure notes ("twitterings") in that distress calls are composed of descending frequencies only and reach to lower frequencies. They are also much louder. Furthermore, distress calls are given at a slower rate than are pleasure notes. Pleasure notes sometimes show layered components in a frequency ratio of 8, 9, io and ii, i.e., a chord. Pleasure notes have a very hugh frequency in cycles per second, but probably all parts of these notes Fig. 2 . Pleasure note of a domestic fowl chick depicted on a musical staff.
are audible to us, since we checked for the existence of sound energy up to 15,000 c.p.s., and found no frequencies above those shown on the record. The chick's pleasure note or "twittering" consists of a simple musical figure repeated a little faster than four times per second. Each figure lasts about one-twelfth second, so that the chick is silent two-thirds of the time. One typical fiigure is 'here presented on a musical staff (Fig. 2 ), but as a simple graph of the continuously sliding pitch, instead of attempting to employ the usual musical notation, which would have falsified the picture. The pitch range is from just below G up to C in the topmost octave of the piano. Rarely, a chick may give notes that to the human ear sound somewhat intermediate in quality between distress notes and pleasure notes, or are difficult to differentiate in terms of these two classes. These transitional forms are most likely to occur briefly when a chick is changed from one stimulus situation favoring pleasure notes to the opposite type of situation favoring distress notes. Spectrograms of pleasure notes show considerably
